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Abstract
We present an explicit method to compute the (Siciak-Zaharjuta) extremal
function of a real convex polytope in terms of supporting simplices and strips.
We use this to give a new proof of the existence of extremal ellipses associated
to the extremal function of a real convex body.
1 Introduction
Let K ⊂ Cd be compact. The (Siciak-Zaharjuta) extremal function of K is defined
by
VK(z) := sup
{
1
deg p
log+ |p(z)| : p ∈ C[z], ‖p‖K ≤ 1
}
; (1.1)
here ‖p‖K = supz∈K |p(z)| is the sup norm, C[z] denotes the (complex) multivariate
polynomials in z = (z1, . . . , zd), and log
+ | · | = max{log | · |, 0}. The upper semi-
continuous regularization V ∗K(z) = lim supζ→z VK(ζ) is either identically +∞ or is
a plurisubharmonic (psh) function of logarithmic growth that is maximal outside
the set K:
V ∗K(z) ≤ log+ |z|+ C for some constant C,
(ddcV ∗K)
d = 0 on Cd \K.
Here (ddc·)d denotes the complex Monge-Ampe`re operator, which, applied to a func-
tion u of class C2, is given by the formula
(ddcu)d = 4dd! det
[
∂2
∂zj∂zk
]
dV
where dV denotes 2d-dimensional Euclidean volume in Cd). The extension of
(ddc·)d to locally bounded psh functions gives a positive measure [2]. Both V ∗K and
(ddcV ∗K)
d, the complex equilibrium measure of K, are of fundamental importance
in pluripotential theory and polynomial approximation. For most sets of interest,
K is regular, i.e., V ∗K = VK ; this is true for the sets considered in this paper (cf.
Section 5), so we will usually disregard the ‘∗’ superscript.
Although explicit computation of VK and (dd
cVK)
d is virtually impossible in
general, progress has been made in understanding certain cases. Much is known
when K ⊂ Rd ⊂ Cd is a real convex body (i.e., a convex set with nonempty interior
in Rd). Lundin [14] studied the structure of VK when K is a convex body that is
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symmetric with respect to the origin (K = −K), and computed explicit formulas
for VK and (dd
cVK)
d when K ⊂ Rd is the unit ball. Baran [1] extended this study
to certain nonsymmetric convex bodies obtained as images of symmetric ones by a
quadratic mapping; in particular, he derived an explicit formula for the extremal
function of the standard simplex (cf. equation (6.6)).
Lundin’s method for computing VK when K is symmetric involved the con-
struction of complex ellipses on which VK is harmonic. In [5], the existence of such
ellipses was verified for all (symmetric and non-symmetric) real convex bodies, and
these ellipses were used to study the approximation of harmonic functions. The au-
thors used deep results of Lempert relating the extremal function of the closure of
a bounded, strictly linearly convex domain to Kobayashi geodesics in an associated
(dual) strictly linearly convex domain ([10], [11], [12]); the ellipses were obtained as
limits of Kobayashi geodesics using a convergence argument.
In this paper, we show that pluripotential theory on real convex bodies may be
developed in a self-contained way. In particular, we reprove the result in [5] without
reference to Lempert theory. A key ingredient is our first main theorem.
Theorem (Theorem 5.4). Let K ⊂ Rd be a compact convex polytope. Then we
have the formula
VK(z) = max{VS(z) : S ∈ S(K)}.
Here S(K) denotes a finite collection of sets whose common intersection is K.
Each S ∈ S(K) is a simplex or a strip (see Section 4). The explicit construction of
these simplices and strips takes up Sections 2, 3, and 4. In Section 5 we recall some
basic results in pluripotential theory and then prove the theorem.
Using this theorem, the extremal function for a convex polytope can be com-
puted explicitly, using the barycentric coordinate formula for the extremal function
of a real simplex [4]. In Section 6 we recall this formula as well as the formula for
the extremal function of the ball. In Section 7 we demonstrate, via a simple exam-
ple, how to explicitly compute the extremal function of a compact convex polygon
using barycentric coordinates on triangles. In principle, one can use this method
to derive an explicit formula for the extremal function associated to any compact
convex polytope.
Using the theorem together with results on the transformation of the extremal
function under polynomial mappings [13], one can even compute a number of other
extremal functions. For example, this method was used, together with a special
case of the above theorem in R2, to compute the extremal function of a real torus
in R3 as a subset of its complexification in C3 [16].
Our second main theorem says the following.
Theorem (Theorem 13.1). Let K ⊂ Rd be a compact convex body. For each z ∈
Cd \K there exists an algebraic curve EC ⊂ Cd with parametrization
C∗ 3 ζ f7−→ a + cζ + c/ζ ∈ Cd (a ∈ Rd, c ∈ Cd) (†)
such that
(i) z = f(ζz) for some |ζz| > 1,
(ii) VK(f(ζ)) = log |ζ| for all |ζ| > 1, and
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(1) Proposition 9.3.
(2) Quadratic map (cf. Definition 10.1).
(3) Theorem 5.4.
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(Proposition 5.1, part 3).
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(8) Proof of Theorem 13.1.
Figure 1: A solid line indicates a direct link, while a dashed line uses previously
established links.
(iii) E := {f(eiθ) : θ ∈ R} is a real ellipse (or line segment if c is real) that is
inscribed in K.
Curves EC satisfying (i)–(ii) were proved to exist in [5]. Note that EC is either
a complex ellipse, or, if c is real, a complex line (a degenerate ellipse). We will
construct these ellipses for a ball, then a simplex, then a polytope, and then finally,
a convex body. Hence the general result for convex bodies extends naturally from
the theory of Lundin and Baran. Figure 1 outlines the argument, the details of
which are given in Sections 8–13.
In Section 8 we recall the Robin function ρK and Robin indicatrix Kρ associated
to a compact set K. We also recall the explicit formulas of these quantities when
K is either the real unit ball BR in Rd(⊂ Cd) or the (real) standard simplex Σd.
In Section 9 we look at ellipses inscribed in BR and show explicitly that their
complexifications in Cd, parametrized by maps of the form ζ f7−→ cζ + c/ζ, satisfy
(ii)–(iii) of the theorem when K = BR. We call such ellipses Hooke ellipses. The
collection of Hooke ellipses gives a foliation of Cd \BR, with the foliation parameter
c given by the quotient of ∂Kρ by a circle action. All information about the foliation
can be packaged into a generalized Joukowski map that maps the exterior of the
circled set BR,ρ to the exterior of BR. Up to a normalization factor, this is a
straightforward generalization of the classical Joukowski function that maps the
exterior of the unit disk to the exterior of [−1, 1] in the complex plane.
In Section 10 we use the square map to transform the foliation of Cd \ BR by
Hooke ellipses to a foliation of Cd \ Σd by so-called Newton ellipses that satisfy
(ii)–(iii) of the theorem when K = Σd. Composing with an appropriate linear map,
the foliation of Cd \ Σd transforms to a foliation of Cd \ S, for any d-dimensional
simplex S.
In Section 11 we consider ellipses inscribed in a real compact convex polytope
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K ⊂ Rd and relate them to complexified ellipses on which VK is harmonic. In
Section 12 we consider those polytopes whose (d − 1)-dimensional faces satisfy a
linear independence condition (cf. Theorem 3.9). In this case one can construct
a foliation of Cd \ K by ellipses that satisfy (ii)–(iii) of the theorem by selecting
appropriate ellipses associated to the various simplices in S(K). Information about
the foliation may be packaged into a so-called Robin exponential map.∗
Finally, in Section 13 we use approximation and convergence arguments to prove
that the theorem holds for all real convex bodies.
2 Hyperplanes, normal vectors, affine functions
In this section and the next, and through most of Section 4, everything takes place
in Rd. We use the following standard notation: span{v1, . . . , vm} denotes the span
over R of the vectors v1, . . . , vm in Rd, and ‘⊥’ denotes the orthogonal complement
in Rd.
Lemma 2.1. Let n1, . . . , nj be nonzero vectors in Rd where j ≤ d. The following
two statements are equivalent.
1. For any v ∈ Rd,
v · n1 = v · n2 = · · · = v · nj−1 = 0 =⇒ v · nj = 0.
2. nj =
∑j−1
k=1 λknk, for some constants λ1, . . . , λj−1.
Proof. Write nj = v+w where v ∈ span{n1, . . . , nj−1} and w ∈ span{n1, . . . , nj−1}⊥.
Hence nj =
∑j−1
k=1 λknk +w, where w · nk = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , j − 1. By definition
nk · w = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , j − 1. If (1.) holds, then also w · nj = 0, and
0 = w · nj = w ·
(
j−1∑
k=1
λknk + w
)
= w · w.
Thus w = 0, which yields (2.). We have proved (1.) ⇒ (2.).
The implication (2.) ⇒ (1.) is trivial.
Recall that a hyperplane H in Rd is the zero set of an affine function (i.e., linear
polynomial)
l(x) = l(x1, . . . , xd) =
d∑
j=1
cjxj + b, H = {x ∈ Rd : l(x) = 0}. (2.1)
If a ∈ H then l(a) = 0 so that b = −∑ cjaj ; hence
l(x) = n · (x− a) (2.2)
where n = (c1, . . . , cd). For any other p ∈ H, n · (p − a) = l(p) = 0, which is the
well-known statement that n is normal to H; by linearity, this also yields
n · (x− a) = n · (x− p), (2.3)
so a ∈ H is arbitrary.
∗This terminology was introduced in [6].
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Lemma 2.2. Let distinct, non-parallel hyperplanes H1, H2 in Rd be given as in
(2.1) by the respective functions l1, l2. Let η ∈ Rd with l1(η) > 0 and l2(η) > 0.
Then there is ζ1 ∈ H1, ζ2 ∈ H2 such that
1. η ∈ I where I is the closed line segment joining ζ1 to ζ2;
2. If L denotes the line through ζ1 and ζ2, then
I = {x ∈ L : min{l1(x), l2(x)} ≥ 0}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume d = 2 by restricting to a plane
that intersects {η} ∪ (H1 ∩ H2). In the plane, we may suppose, following a pos-
sible translation, that H1 and H2 are lines through the origin, and l1, l2 are the
corresponding linear functions for which Hj = {x ∈ R2 : lj(x) = 0}.
Let ζ1 ∈ H1 satisfy l2(ζ1) = 2l2(η). The line through ζ1 and η is given by
t 7→ tζ1 + (1 − t)η. It intersects H2 at a point ζ2 corresponding to the parameter
t = −1:
0 = l2(ζ2) = l2(tζ1 + (1− t)η) = tl2(ζ1) + (1− t)l1(η) = (1 + t)l2(η).
This gives the line segment I. Another calculation yields l1(ζ2) = 2l1(η). As one
goes along I from ζ1 to ζ2, l1 increases linearly from 0 to 2l1(η) while l2 decreases
linearly from 2l2(η) to 0. The second statement follows easily.
Lemma 2.3. Let H1, . . . ,Hd be affine hyperplanes given by linear equations
l1(x) = 0, . . . , ld(x) = 0, (2.4)
and let n1, . . . , nd be the respective normal vectors as in (2.2). Let j ≤ d and suppose
the vectors n1, . . . , nj are linearly independent. Then H1 ∩ · · · ∩Hj is nonempty. If
p is a point of the intersection, then lk(x) = nk · (x− p) for all k = 1, . . . , j and
S := {x ∈ Rd : lk(x) ≥ 0 for all k = 1, . . . , j}
is a cone over p.
Proof. As in (2.2), write lk(x) = nk · (x − ak) where ak ∈ Hk, k = 1, . . . , j. By
linear algebra, the hyperplanes have nonempty intersection, because if x satisfies
(2.4) then it solves the linear system Ax = c, where A is the matrix for which Aik is
the i-th entry of nk and the entries of c are given by ck := nk · ak. The hypothesis
on the nks says that A is of rank j; in particular, the system has a solution, p say.
Since p ∈ Hj for each j, we have by the argument preceding (2.3) that
S = {x ∈ Rd : nk · (x− p) ≥ 0 for all k = 1, . . . , j}.
Thus x ∈ S means that x = v + p for some vector v that satisfies v · nj ≥ 0 for all
j. Then λv · nj ≥ 0 if λ ≥ 0, so x(λ) := p + λv is also in S. Thus if S contains x,
then it also contains the ray starting at p and going through x. Hence S is a cone
with vertex at p; in particular, we may write S = {p + λv : λ ≥ 0, v ∈ Ŝ}, where
Ŝ = {w ∈ Rd : w ∈ S, ‖w − p‖ = 1}.
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3 Simplices
In this section we look at the geometry of simplices and characterize them by a
generic linear independence condition on the supporting hyperplanes of their faces.
We then show that a compact convex polytope whose faces satisfy the condition
may be generated by its supporting simplices.
Notation 3.1. Given a set S ⊂ Rd, let co(S) denote its closed convex hull, i.e., the
smallest closed convex set containing S.
Recall that a j-dimensional simplex in Rd is a set of the form co({p0, . . . , pj}) for
points in general linear position, which means that {p0, . . . , pj} is not contained in
a j-dimensional affine hyperplane. Equivalently, the vectors vk := pk−pl, k 6= l, are
linearly independent, where l ∈ {0, . . . , j} is fixed. In this section, we concentrate
on simplices of full dimension (j = d), for which we will give a dual characterization
by supporting hyperplanes, or equivalently, their affine defining functions.
Let H0, . . . ,Hd be hyperplanes defined by the affine functions l0, . . . , ld, and
define Lj : Rd → Rd for j = 0, . . . , d by
Lj(x) := (l0(x), . . . , lj−1(x), lj+1(x), . . . , ld(x)). (3.1)
Lemma 3.2. The following two conditions are equivalent for j ∈ {0, . . . , d}.
1. Lj is invertible and pj = L
−1
j (0).
2. {pj} =
⋂
k 6=j Hk.
Suppose the above conditions hold for j = j1, j2. Then pj1 6= pj2 if and only if
lj1(pj1) 6= 0. (And if and only if lj2(pj2) 6= 0, by symmetry.)
Proof. The equivalence of (1.) and (2.) is elementary linear algebra, given that
lk(pj) = 0 for all k 6= j. (This is the condition for a system of j linear equations to
have a unique solution.)
If lj1(pj1) = 0, then Lj2(pj1) = 0, which says that pj2 = pj1 . This gives the
forward implication in the last statement by contraposition. Conversely, if lj1(pj1) 6=
0 then Lj2(pj1) 6= 0 = Lj2(pj2), and hence pj1 6= pj2 .
Lemma 3.3. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold for all j = 0, . . . , d, with
p0, . . . , pd being the corresponding points. Either pj 6= pk whenever k 6= j (all points
are distinct), or p0 = p1 = · · · = pd (all points are equal).
If all points are equal, then the set S := {x ∈ Rd : lj(x) > 0 for all j} is either
empty or an unbounded cone.
If all points are distinct, then each subcollection of points is in general linear
position. Hence the closed convex hull of these points is a simplex.
Proof. Either all points are distinct, or at least two points are equal, say p0 = p1,
which says that
{p0} =
⋂
k 6=0
Hk =
⋂
k 6=1
Hk = {p1}.
Taking the intersection with H1, we compute for any j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, that
{p0} =
⋂
k 6=0
Hk =
⋂
k
Hk ⊆
⋂
k 6=j
Hj = {pj},
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and therefore p1 = p0 = pj for all j, i.e., all points are equal.
If all points are equal, suppose without loss of generality that this point is the
origin. Then the ljs are linear maps and for each j,
lj(x) > 0⇒ lj(λx) = λlj(x) > 0 for all λ > 0.
Hence x ∈ S implies λx ∈ S, so S is either empty or an unbounded cone with vertex
at the origin.
Suppose all points are distinct. To verify, say, that {p0, p1, p2} are in general
linear position, we show that p0 − p1 and p2 − p1 are linearly independent, i.e.,
c1(p0 − p1) + c2(p2 − p1) = 0 (3.2)
implies c1 = c2 = 0. Since p1 ∈ H0, we have l0(x) = n0 · (x − p1) for some vector
n0 normal to H0 (see (2.3)), and therefore, by Lemma 3.2,
l0(p0) = n0 · (p0 − p1) 6= 0, l0(p2) = n0 · (p2 − p1) = 0.
Take the inner product with n0 on both sides of (3.2); then applying the above
equations, we have c1n0 · (p0 − p1). Hence c1 = 0, and c2 = 0 follows.
To show that larger subcollections of points are also in general linear position,
we induct on the size of the set. Considering say, {p0, . . . , pj}, suppose
c1(p0 − p1) + c2(p2 − p1) + · · ·+ cj(pj − p1) = 0. (3.3)
As above, we have
n0 · (p0 − p1) 6= 0, n0 · (p2 − p1) = 0, . . . , n0 · (pj − p1) = 0,
and similarly, c1 = 0. Hence equation (3.3) holds without the first term on the left-
hand side. By induction, the points of {p1, . . . , pj} are in general linear position, so
c2 = · · · = cj = 0.
In what follows we will assume that the hyperplanes H0, . . . ,Hd are given by
l0, . . . , ld and satisfy:
(?) There are d + 1 distinct points p0, . . . , pd such that
⋂
k 6=j Hk = {pj} and
lj(pj) > 0 for each j = 0, . . . , d.
Remark 3.4. The statement lj(pj) > 0 in (?) may be obtained from lj(pj) 6= 0 in
the final conclusion of Lemma 3.2. We can ensure positivity by possibly replacing
lj with −lj ; this does not change Hj .
Also, if condition 1 of Lemma 3.2 holds for all j, then any collection of d normal
vectors (to d hyperplanes) forms a linearly independent set.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold, with the ljs satisfying
(?). Then
co({p0, . . . , pd}) = {x ∈ Rd : lj(x) ≥ 0 for all j = 0, . . . , d}.
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Proof. Denote by L the set on the left and by R the set on the right. Note that for
any x, y ∈ Rd we have
lj(tx+ (1− t)y) = tlj(x) + (1− t)lj(y), for each j. (3.4)
Hence the left-hand side of the above is nonnegative if lj(x), lj(y) ≥ 0 and t ∈ [0, 1].
It follows that R is convex. Also, R contains {p0, . . . , pd} by (?). Hence L ⊆ R.
Conversely, to show R ⊆ L we do an inductive argument on the dimension d.
If d = 1 then we have two points x0, x1 and corresponding affine functions l0, l1.
Using (3.4) it is easy to verify that R is the line segment joining x0 to x1, which
coincides with L. (So R = L in this case.)
Now consider higher dimensions, d > 1. Let a ∈ R, so that lj(a) ≥ 0 for all j.
Since we need to show that a ∈ L, assume a 6∈ {p0, . . . , pd} (otherwise a ∈ L by
convexity of R and we are done). For the purpose of induction, assume the inclusion
R ⊆ L holds in dimension less than d.
If lk(a) = 0 for some k, then a ∈ Hk. Also, by definition, pj ∈ Hk for all j 6= k.
Since the hyperplane Hk is an affine space of dimension d− 1, induction yields
a ∈ {x ∈ Rd : lj ≥ 0 for all j = 0, . . . d, j 6= k} ∩Hk
⊆ co({p0, . . . , pk−1, pk+1, . . . , pd−1}) ∩Hk ⊆ co({p0, . . . , pd}) ∩Hk ⊆ L,
i.e., a ∈ L.
On the other hand, suppose lj(a) > 0 for all j. By Lemma 2.2 there is a
line segment I through a that intersects two of the hyperplanes (Hj , Hk say). By
possibly shrinking the line segment, we may assume that I ⊂ R with endpoints
ζj ∈ (Hj ∩ ∂R) and ζk ∈ (Hk ∩ ∂R). Now lj(ζj) = 0 so we may apply the argument
in the previous paragraph to show that ζj ∈ L. Similarly, ζk ∈ L. By convexity,
I ⊂ L, hence a ∈ L.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose condition (?) holds. For each j = 0, . . . , d, write lj(x) =
nj · (x − aj) for some aj ∈ Hj and normal vector nj. Let S denote the set in
Proposition 3.5. Then given x ∈ int(S) and j ∈ {0, . . . , d},
nj · (x− pj) < 0, and nk · (x− pj) > 0 for all k 6= j. (3.5)
Proof. The ray starting at pj and going through x must intersect the boundary of
S at a point ζ, since S is a bounded convex set. We claim that ζ ∈ Hj . Otherwise,
ζ ∈ Hk (k 6= j), and because pj ∈ Hk, we must have x ∈ Hk by convexity, i.e.,
lk(x) = 0, which contradicts the fact that lk(x) > 0. So ζ ∈ Hj , and lj(pj) >
0 = lj(ζ), which means that lj decreases linearly along the ray. It follows that
0 > lj(x)− lj(pj) = nj · (x− pj).
If k 6= j then pj ∈ Hk, and therefore nk · (x− pj) = lk(x) > 0.
Lemma 3.7. Let l0, . . . , ld be affine maps, lj(x) = nj · (x − aj) for each j, such
that any choice of d vectors in {n0, . . . , nd} is linearly independent. For each j, let
pj be the solution to the system of equations lk(x) = 0 for all k 6= j. Let
S := {x ∈ Rd : lj(x) ≥ 0 for each j}.
Suppose there exists x ∈ S and j ∈ {0, . . . , d} such that (3.5) holds. Then the points
p0, . . . , pd are distinct and S = co({p0, . . . , pd}).
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Proof. Suppose j ∈ {0, . . . , d} and x ∈ S with nj · (x − pj) < 0. This says that
lj(x)−lj(pj) < 0, so lj(pj) > lj(x) > 0. On the other hand, if k 6= j then lj(pk) = 0,
and hence pj 6= pk. So the points {p0, . . . , pd} are distinct by Lemma 3.3.
For any other k 6= j, we have lk(x) > 0. Since S is convex, the closed line segment
I joining pk to x is contained in S, so lk ≥ 0 on any point of I. If lk(pk) = 0 then
pk ∈ Hk and therefore⋂
ν 6=k
Hν = {pk} =
⋂
j
Hj ⊆
⋂
ν 6=j
Hν = {pj},
so pk = pj , contradicting the previous paragraph. Therefore lk(pk) > 0.
Thus lj(pj) > 0 for all j, so condition (?) holds and S = co({p0, . . . , pd}) by
Proposition 3.5.
Remark 3.8. Condition (3.5) on the normal vectors nj can be observed geometri-
cally. Let K ⊂ R2 be the quadrilateral K = {x ∈ R2 : `j(x) ≥ 0} given by
`1(x) = x1, `2(x) = x2, `3(x) = 3− 3x1 − x2, `4(x) = 3− x1 − 3x2.
Let Sj = {x ∈ R2 : `k(x) 6= 0 for k 6= j}. The normal vectors associated to the `js
that define S1, S2, S3, and S4 respectively are pictured below.
Here d = 2 in which each triangle is given by 3 lines. Then condition (3.5) says
the following: for any two normal vectors, the (positive) cone generated by these
vectors never contains the third vector. Clearly the normal vectors to the edges of
S3, S4 have this property, but those for S1, S2 do not. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, only
the triangles S3, S4 contain K.
Theorem 3.9. Let N ≥ d and let K be a compact convex polytope of dimension
d in Rd with N + 1 faces F0, . . . , FN of codimension 1. Let H0, . . . ,HN be the
hyperplanes containing these faces, Fj ⊂ Hj for each j = 0, . . . , N . Let n0, . . . , nN
be the corresponding normal vectors.
If each collection of d vectors in {n0, . . . , nN} is linearly independent, then K is
an intersection of at most finitely many d-dimensional simplices
K =
M⋂
j=1
Sj , where M ≤
(
N + 1
d+ 1
)
,
such that each face of Sj contains a face of K.
Proof. Choose a face, say F0, and a vertex p0 6∈ F0. Let l0 be the affine map of the
supporting hyperplane H0, so
{x ∈ Rd : l0(x) = 0} = H0 ⊃ F0, {x ∈ Rd : l0(x) ≥ 0} ⊃ K. (3.6)
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Figure 2: Theorem 3.9 in R3, with K = S1 ∩ S2 and S1 = co{p0, p1, p2, p3}.
Now p0 is a vertex of at least d faces, F1, . . . , Fd say. Let H1, . . . ,Hd and l1, . . . , ld
be the corresponding supporting hyperplanes and affine maps as above.
Let ζ ∈ F0. By convexity, the line segment joining p0 and ζ lies in K. Let x0
be the midpoint of this segment. Then by (3.6), l0(p0) > 0 = l0(ζ), so l0 decreases
linearly along the segment in the direction of ζ − p0, or equivalently, the direction
of x0 − p0. Hence
l0(ζ) = 0 < l0(x0) < l0(p0) =⇒ n0 · (x0 − p0) < 0,
where as before, n0 is the normal vector to H0 for which l0(x) = n0 ·(x−a), a ∈ H0.
If j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, then a similar argument shows that lj increases linearly in the
direction of ζ − p0, and therefore
lj(p0) = 0 < lj(x0) < lj(ζ) =⇒ nj · (x0 − p0) > 0.
Thus x0 ∈ int(K) and the condition (3.5) holds for x0 and j = 0.
By Lemma 3.7,
S := {x ∈ Rd : lj(x) ≥ 0 for each j = 0, . . . , d} = co({p0, . . . , pd}), (3.7)
and by Lemma 3.3, S is a d-dimensional simplex. By construction, lj(x) ≥ 0 for
each x ∈ K and j = 1, . . . , d, so S ⊂ K.
Now every supporting hyperplane that contains a face of K is also a hyperplane
that contains the face of some simplex containing K: apply the same argument
as above with this hyperplane in the role of H0. Now every point a 6∈ K satisfies
l(a) < 0 for some affine map that gives the supporting hyperplane H of a face of
K. By (3.7) it is also in the complement of a constructed simplex S ⊇ K. Hence K
must be exactly the intersection of such simplices. Finally note that K cannot be
an intersection of more than
(
N+1
d+1
)
distinct simplices, which is the number of ways
to choose d+ 1 faces of K.
Figure 2 illustrates a polytope in R3 and its associated simplices. The simplices
minimally support K in the following sense.
Lemma 3.10. Let S denote one of the simplices Sj in the previous theorem. For
any vector b ∈ Rd, the translate b+K contains points not in S.
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Figure 3: Examples of strips in R3.
Proof. Let b be a vector. The simplex S has a supporting hyperplane, say H0, for
which b is not parallel to H0. Let a0 ∈ H0 ∩ ∂K(⊂ ∂S). There exists x ∈ K and
 > 0 such that either b = a0 − x or b = x− a0. In the first case, by convexity
x ∈ S, x+ b ∈ ∂S ⇒ a0 + b = x+ (1 + )b 6∈ S.
In the second case, take another supporting hyperplane to S, say, H1, with b not
parallel to H1. As before, let p1 denote the vertex of S that does not lie on H1. By
Lemma 3.6 (equation (3.5)), n1 · (x− p1) < 0, so that
0 > n1 · (x− p1) = n1 · (x− a0) + n1 · (a0 − p1) = n1 · (x− a0) + l1(a0)
≥ n1 · (x− a0)
= n1 · b.
If we now pick a1 ∈ H1 ∩ ∂K, then
0 > n1 · b = l1(a1 + b) > l1(a1 + b).
Since S ⊂ {l1 ≥ 0}, a1 + b 6∈ S.
4 Strips
We will define a (convex) strip in Rd to be the preimage L−1(A) of a compact
convex set A ⊂ Rj of dimension j, where j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and L : Rd → Rj is a linear
map of rank j. By rotating coordinates, a strip can be put into the form
S = A× Rd−j ⊂ Rj × Rd−j = Rd;
the set A is called the (j-dimensional) orthogonal cross-section.
An infinite (in both directions) prism with a polygonal base is an example of a
strip. Figure 3 illustrates supporting strips in R3.
Definition 4.1. Let K ⊂ Rd be a convex set, K ⊆ S where S is a strip. Then
S is a supporting strip (to K) if for any translation b in a direction parallel to its
orthogonal cross-section, b+K 6⊂ S.
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Lemma 4.2. S ⊃ K is a supporting strip if and only if there does not exist a
translation b ∈ Rd such that b+K ⊂ int(S).
Proof. Decompose b into the orthogonal sum b = b1 + b2 where b1 is along the strip
S and b2 is along the orthogonal cross-section. The geometric properties of b + K
in relation to S are the same as the geometric properties of b2 + K in relation to
−b1 + S. But −b1 + S = S. Thus b+K ∈ int(S) if and only if b2 +K ∈ int(S), in
which case S cannot be a supporting strip.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose H0, . . . ,Hj are supporting hyperplanes to a convex poly-
tope K ⊂ Rd, where j < d. Let lk(x) = nk · (x− ak), ak ∈ Hk, be the corresponding
linear maps for k = 0, . . . , j. Suppose the set of normal vectors N := {n0, . . . , nj}
satisfies the following two conditions:
• span(N) has dimension j and every subset of N of size j is linearly indepen-
dent;
• There exists x ∈ K and p0 ∈
⋂j
k=1Hk such that
n0 · (x− p0) < 0 and nk · (x− p0) > 0 for all k ∈ {1, . . . , j}. (4.1)
Then there is a supporting strip to K that is equivalent under rotation to Σ×Rd−j,
where Σ ⊂ Rj is a j-dimensional simplex.
Proof. By rotating coordinates, we may assume without loss of generality that
span(N) = {x ∈ Rd : xj+1 = · · · = xd = 0},
so that nk = (nk1, . . . , nkj , 0, . . . , 0) for all k. Hence
lk(x) = nk1x1 + · · ·+ nkjxk + ck = n′k · x′ + ck
=: l˜k(x
′)
where ck = −nk ·ak and n′k, x′ are the projections of nk, x to the first j coordinates.
Define
S := {x ∈ Rd : lk(x) ≥ 0 for all k = 0, . . . , j}.
Then we have
S = {x′ ∈ Rj : l˜k(x′) ≥ 0 for all k = 0, . . . , j} × Rd−j =: Σ× Rd−j .
Since nk+1 = · · · = nj = 0, equation (4.1) says that
n′0 · (x′ − p′0) < 0 and n′k · (x− p′0) > 0 for all k 6= 0.
By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.3 applied in dimension j, Σ is a j-dimensional simplex.
Finally, we verify that S is a supporting strip. Since we are only considering
translations parallel to the cross-section Σ, it is sufficient to show that Σ is a simplex
that minimally supports the projection
K ′ := {x′ : x ∈ K} ⊂ Rj .
But this is true by Lemma 3.10.
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Before proving the main result of this section, we state an elementary lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose the set of vectors {n0, n1, . . . , nk} is linearly dependent, but
{n1, . . . , nk} is linearly independent. Then there is j ≤ k and j elements, say,
nk1 , . . . , nkj , such that the set A := {n0, nk1 , . . . , nkj} is linearly dependent, but any
j elements of A are linearly independent.
Proof. By hypothesis, the collection D ⊂ P({n0, . . . , nk}) of subsets that contain
linearly dependent elements is a non-empty collection, and each of them contains
n0. Now choose A ∈ D with the smallest number of elements.
Theorem 4.5. Let K be a compact convex polytope of dimension d in Rd with N
faces. Then K is a finite intersection
K =
M⋂
j=1
Sj
where each Sj is either a d-dimensional simplex or a strip whose orthogonal cross-
section is a lower-dimensional simplex, and each face of Sj contains a face of K.
Proof. Choose a face, say F0, of K, and vertex p0 6∈ F0. An examination of the
proof of Theorem 3.9 shows that there are supporting hyperplanes H0, . . . ,Hd of
K, such that H0 contains F0, {p0} = ∩dk=1Hk, and for some x ∈ int(K),
n0 · (x− p0) < 0, nk · (x− p0) > 0 for all k = {1, . . . , d},
where n0, . . . , nd are the corresponding normal vectors. Thus condition (3.5) holds
with j = 0.
If each subset of {n0, . . . , nd} of size d is linearly independent, then, as in The-
orem 3.9,
S := {x ∈ Rd : lk(x) ≥ 0 for all k = 0, . . . , d} (4.2)
is a supporting simplex of K.
Otherwise, note that by construction {n1, . . . , nd} is linearly independent, since
the corresponding hyperplanes H1, . . . ,Hd intersect at a point. In view of the
previous lemma, {nk}jk=0, say, is linearly dependent for some j < d, but each
subset of size j is linearly independent. Then (4.1) holds, and by Proposition 4.3,
the set
S := {x ∈ Rd : lk(x) ≥ 0 for all k = 0, . . . , j} (4.3)
is a supporting strip of K whose cross-section is a j-dimensional simplex.
Since K has a finite number of faces, there are at most a finite number of distinct
supporting simplices and strips Sj , with the property that each face of Sj contains
a face of K.
We close this section by representing K as the diagonal slice of a product set.
This will be important later. Let S1, . . . , SM be all the supporting simplices and
strips of K. Consider the product set in (Rd)M ⊂ (Cd)M given by
S1 × · · · × SM = {(z1, . . . , zM ) : zj ∈ Sj for all j = 1, . . . ,M},
as well as the diagonal ∆ = {(z1, . . . , zM ) ∈ (Cd)M : z1 = z2 = · · · = zM}. Define
K∆ := (S1 × · · · × SM ) ∩∆. (4.4)
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Lemma 4.6. We have K∆ = i∆(K) where i∆ : Cd → ∆ is the diagonal map
i∆(z) := (z, . . . , z).
Proof. For each j = 1, . . . ,M let Lj be the collection of linear maps that define Sj ,
as in equations (4.2) and (4.3), so
Sj = {x ∈ Rd : l(x) ≥ 0 for all l ∈ Lj}.
Then LK :=
⋃
j Lj is the collection of linear maps that define K. By (4.4),
K∆ = {(x1, . . . , xM ) ∈ (Rd)j : l(xj) ≥ 0 if l ∈ Lj , for all j = 1, . . . ,M}
∩ {(x1, . . . , xM ) : x1 = · · · = xM}
= {(x, . . . , x) ∈ (Rd)j : l(x) ≥ 0 for all l ∈ LK}.
On the other hand, K = {x ∈ Rd : l(x) ≥ 0 for all l ∈ LK} by definition. Thus,
mapping K forward by i∆ yields K∆.
5 Pluripotential theory
Let L = L(Cd) denote the Lelong class, which is the class of plurisubharmonic (psh)
functions on Cd of at most logarithmic growth: u ∈ L if there exists C ∈ R such
that
u(z) ≤ log+ |z|+ C for all z ∈ Cd,
where log+ |z| = max{0, log |z|}. The class L+ = L+(Cd) is given by those functions
u ∈ L for which there also exists c ∈ R such that the lower bound
u(z) ≥ log+ |z|+ c for all z ∈ Cd
holds.
Recall that the (Siciak-Zaharjuta) extremal function is defined by (1.1) as an
upper envelope of polynomials. A theorem of Siciak and Zaharjuta says that this
function is also given as an upper envelope of functions in L: for K ⊂ Cd compact,
VK(z) = sup{u(z) : u ∈ L, u ≤ 0 on K}. (5.1)
Clearly VK1 ≤ VK2 if K1 ⊇ K2, by definition.
The upper semicontinuous regularization of VK is V
∗
K(z) := lim sups→z VK(s).
We recall below some properties of the extremal function in Cd that we will
need; for proofs, see [9], chapter 5.
Proposition 5.1. 1. Let d = d1 + d2 and z = (z
′, z′′) in Cd = Cd1 × Cd2 .
Suppose K1 ⊂ Cd1 and K2 ⊂ Cd2 are compact. Then
VK1×K2(z
′, z′′) = max{VK1(z′), VK2(z′′)}.
2. Suppose P = (P1, . . . , Pd) : Cd → Cd is a polynomial mapping of degree d with
the property that P̂−1(0) = {0}, where P̂ = (P̂1, . . . , P̂d) and P̂j denotes the
homogeneous part of Pj of degree d. Then for any compact K ⊂ Cd,
VP−1(K)(z) =
1
dVK(P (z)).
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3. Suppose K1 ⊃ K2 ⊃ · · · is a sequence of compact sets in Cd decreasing to a
compact set K =
⋂
j Kj. Then VKj (z)↗ VK(z) for all z ∈ Cd.
4. The following are equivalent:
(i) VK = V
∗
K ; (ii) VK is continuous; and (iii) V
∗
K(z) = 0 for all z ∈ K.
A set K for which any of the equivalent conditions in part 4 hold is said to be
regular. A real ball and simplex are regular, as can be observed from the explicit
formulas of their extremal functions in Section 6. As a consequence:
Lemma 5.2. A convex body K ⊂ Rd is regular.
Proof. Let a ∈ K. Choose d additional points b1, . . . , bd in K, in general linear
position, so that the convex hull co(a, b1, . . . , bd) =: S is a d-dimensional simplex in
K. Then VK ≤ VS , so V ∗K ≤ V ∗S . Since S is regular and a ∈ S, 0 = V ∗S (a) ≥ V ∗K(a)
by regularity condition (iii). Hence V ∗K(a) = 0, and since a was arbitrary, condition
(iii) also holds for K. So K is regular.
Equation (5.1) also makes sense for a possibly unbounded set S: define
VS(z) := sup{u(z) : u ∈ L, u ≤ 0 on S}.
We are interested in the special case when S is a strip.
Lemma 5.3. Let K ⊂ Rj be a compact set and S = pi−1(K) ⊂ Rd, where pi : Rd →
Rj (j < d) is a linear map onto Rj. Then VS(z) = VK ◦ pi(z) for all z ∈ Cd.
Proof. If z ∈ S then clearly VS(z) = VK(pi(z)) = 0. Also, as |z| → ∞,
VK(pi(z))− log |z| = (VK(pi(z))− log |pi(z)|) + (log |pi(z)| − log |z|) = O(1) +O(1),
so VK ◦ pi ∈ L and therefore VK ◦ pi ≤ VS .
It remains to show that VK ◦ pi ≥ VS for z 6∈ S. First, composing with a linear
map and using Proposition 5.1(2), we can assume that
pi(z) = pi(z1, . . . , zd) = (z1, . . . , zj) =: z
′
and S = pi−1(K) = K ×Rd−j for some compact K ⊂ Rj . Write z′′ = (zj+1, . . . , zd)
for the remaining coordinates, so z = (z′, z′′).
Let z 6∈ S. Then z 6∈ K×BR for any R > 0, where BR = {z′′ ∈ Rd−j : |z′′| ≤ R}.
Also,
VS(z) = VK×Rd−j (z) ≤ VK×BR(z) = max{VK(z′), VBR(z′′)} for any R > 0 (5.2)
by Proposition 5.1(1).
Using the linear map z′′ 7→ z′′/R, and applying Proposition 5.1(2), we have
VBR(z
′′) = VB1(z
′′/R) −→ VB1(0) = 0 as R→∞,
by continuity of VB1 and the fact that 0 ∈ B1. Taking the limit as R→∞ in (5.2),
VS(z) ≤ lim
R→∞
max{VK(z′), VBR(z′′)} = max{VK(z′), 0} = VK(z′) = VK(pi(z)),
which completes the proof.
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Let now K ⊂ Rd ⊂ Cd be a d-dimensional compact convex polytope, and as in
Theorem 4.5, denote its supporting simplices and strips by S1, . . . , SM . Our main
result of this section is the following.
Theorem 5.4. Let K ⊂ Rd be a d-dimensional compact convex polytope. Then for
all z ∈ Cd,
VK(z) = max{VS1(z), . . . , VSM (z)}. (5.3)
Proof. Denote the right-hand side by W (z). Then by construction, W ∈ L and
W ≡ 0 on K. Therefore, W ≤ VK .
To prove the reverse inequality, write Π := S1 × · · · × SM ⊂ (Rd)M , and let
K∆ = Π ∩ ∆, where ∆ is the diagonal, as in (4.4). Let pi∆ : (Cd)M → ∆ be the
orthogonal projection onto ∆. The set Π is a product of convex sets, hence convex,
and therefore Π ⊂ pi−1∆ (K∆) =: S. This yields VS ≤ VΠ.
Now let pi : (Cd)M → Cd be the composition pi = i−1∆ ◦ pi∆, where i∆ is the
diagonal map in Lemma 4.6. Then by that lemma,
pi−1(K) = pi−1∆ (i∆(K)) = pi
−1
∆ (K∆) = S.
Hence VΠ(z) ≥ VS(z) = VK(pi(z)) for any z ∈ (Cd)M , by Lemma 5.3.
Now, let z ∈ Cd and put z := i∆(z) = (z, . . . , z). Then pi(z) = z and
VK(z) = VS(z) ≤ VΠ(z) = VS1×···×SM (z, . . . , z)
= max{VS1(z), . . . , VSM (z)} = W (z),
where we use Proposition 5.1(1). This is the desired inequality.
6 Extremal functions for a real ball and simplex
Let S = co(p0, . . . , pd) be a simplex in Rd, where the points pj are in general linear
position. Associated to Σ are barycentric coordinates which are given by
Σ 3 z 7−→ λ = (λ0, . . . , λd) ∈ Rd+1
such that for any point z ∈ Σ, the components λ0 = λ0(z), . . . , λd = λd(z) satisfy
λj ∈ [0, 1] for all j = 0, . . . , d,
(λ0 + · · ·+ λd)z = λ0p0 + · · ·+ λdpd, (6.1)
λ0 + · · ·+ λd = 1. (6.2)
Barycentric coordinates may be extended outside Σ; here λj may not necessarily
be in [0, 1] but the barycentric coordinates of z ∈ Cd may be found by solving the
linear system of equations (6.1), (6.2) for λ0, . . . , λd.
Remark 6.1. Observe that λ0, . . . , λd are linear in z, and when z = pj , setting λj =
1 and λk = 0 (k 6= j) solves the system (6.1), (6.2). In addition, the polynomials of
degree at most 1 in Cd form a space of dimension d+ 1. It follows from this that as
functions of z, λj(z) must be the fundamental Lagrange interpolating polynomials
for {p0, . . . , pd}, i.e.,
λj(z) =
VDM(p0, . . . , pj−1, z, pj+1, . . . , pd)
VDM(p0, . . . , pd)
,
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where for {b0, . . . , bd} ⊂ Cd,
VDM(b0, . . . , bd) = det

1 1 · · · 1
z1(b0) z1(b1) · · · z1(bd)
...
...
. . .
...
zd(b0) zd(b1) · · · zd(bd)

and zj(bk) denotes the j-th coordinate of bk.
Let h : C \ [−1, 1]→ C \∆ denote the inverse Joukowski function,
h(η) = η +
√
η2 − 1,
where we take a branch of the square root that is postive on the positive real axis.
Recall that the Joukowski function is defined by ζ 7→ 12
(
ζ + 1ζ
)
. We have
h
(
1
2
(
ζ + 1ζ
))
= ζ for all ζ ∈ C \∆ (6.3)
and
|h(η)| = h ( 12 (|η + 1|+ |η − 1|)) . (6.4)
From the above equation, the level sets of |h| are ellipses with foci at ±1.
The following formula for VS was proved in [4].
Theorem 6.2. Given z ∈ Cd, let λj = λj(z) (where j = 0, . . . , d) be the barycentric
coordinates of z as defined above. Then
VS(z) = log h(|λ0(z)|+ · · · |λd(z)|).
Remark 6.3. Let u(z) := log h(|λ0(z)|+ · · · |λd(z)|). By the properties of barycen-
tric coordinates on S, we have u(z) = 0 for all z ∈ S. In [4] it is verified explicitly
that for all z ∈ Cd \ S, the matrix
[
∂2u
∂zj∂zk
(z)
]d
j,k=1
is positive semidefinite of rank
strictly less than d. Thus u is a maximal psh function on Cd \ S, so u = VS .
Baran and Lundin formulas
Let Σ := co({0, e1, . . . , ed}) denote the standard d-dimensional simplex in Rd, also
given in terms of linear functions as
Σ = {z ∈ Rd : z1 ≥ 0, . . . , zd ≥ 0, z1 + · · ·+ zd ≤ 1}. (6.5)
For z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ Cd, we have
λ1(z) = z1, . . . , λd(z) = zd, and λ0(z) = 1− z1 − z2 − · · · − zd,
which yields Baran’s formula for the extremal function of the standard simplex,
VΣ(z) = log h(|z1|+ · · ·+ |zd|+ |1− z1 − · · · − zd|). (6.6)
Using the square map z = (z1, . . . , zd) 7→ (z21 , . . . , z2d) =: Q(z) we obtain Lundin’s
formula for the extremal function of the real unit ball BR := B ∩ Rd, where B =
{z ∈ Cd : |z| ≤ 1} is the unit ball in Cd.
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Corollary 6.4 (Lundin’s formula). We have
VBR(z) =
1
2 log h(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |zd|2 + |z21 + · · ·+ z2d − 1|).
Proof. From (6.5) we obtain
Q−1(Σ) = {z ∈ Rd : z21 ≥ 0, . . . , z2d ≥ 0, z21 + · · · z2d ≤ 1},
which is clearly the real unit ball BR. Since Q is a regular polynomial map of degree
2,
VBR(z) = VQ−1(Σ)(z) =
1
2VΣ(Q(z)), (6.7)
and the result follows by plugging formula (6.6) into the right-hand side.
7 Computing the extremal function of a polytope
Using Theorems 5.4 and 6.2, we can compute the extremal function of any compact
convex polytope explicitly. We illustrate this on a simple example in R2.
Let K be the convex hull of the points {(0, 0), (1, 0), (3/4, 3/4), (0, 1)}, which is
a quadrilateral with these points as vertices. We determine the supporting lines to
K containing the edges of the quadrilateral to be
z1 = 0, z2 = 0, 3z2 + z1 = 3, z2 + 3z1 = 3.
Pairs of lines intersect at the vertices as well as the points (3, 0), (0, 3). If we let
`1(z) = z1, `2(z) = z2, `3(z) = 3− z1 − 3z2, `4(z) = 3− 3z1 − z2,
then K = {z ∈ R2 : `j ≥ 0 for all j}. This is the same set described in Remark 3.8.
Let Sj , j = 1, . . . , 4 be as in that remark. Note that only S3 and S4 are in S(K).
For z = (z1, z2) ∈ C2, barycentric coordinates on S3 are found by solvingz1 z1 − 1 z1z2 z2 z2 − 3
1 1 1
λ0λ1
λ2
 =
00
1

to obtain
λ0 = 1− z1 − 13z2, λ1 = z1, λ2 = 13z2.
Similarly, barycentric coordinates on S4 are given by
λ0 = 1− 13z1 − z2, λ1 = 13z1, λ2 = z2.
Hence
VK(z) = max{VS3(z), VS4(z)} = max
{
log h(|1− z1 − 13z2|+ |z1|+ | 13z2|),
log h(|1− 13z1 − z2|+ | 13z1|+ |z2|)
}
.
Such computations can be automated in MATLAB or similar numerical linear
algebra software. Suppose the linear maps that determine the (d− 1)-dimensional
faces of K ⊂ Rd are given.† We then compute all of the simplices and strips in
S(K):
†One can use the vertices of K to compute these (see e.g., [15]).
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1. Let j := d and Kj := K.
2. For each collection of j+ 1 supporting hyperplanes, form the (j+ 1)× (j+ 1)
matrix N of normal vectors to Kj .
3. If each j × j minor of N is of rank j, then the hyperplanes give a simplex.
In that case, check condition (3.5) with x ∈ Kj to determine whether the
simplex is in S(K).
4. Otherwise, there is a j× j minor not of rank j; map Rj to Rj−1 by projecting
along a direction orthogonal to the normal vectors of the hyperplanes in this
minor. Let Kj−1 := pij(Kj) where pij denotes this projection map.
5. Let j = j − 1. Repeat from step 2 in Rj with pij(Kj) and the hyperplanes in
Rj that are images under pij+1 of the hyperplanes in the previous step.
6. After a finite number of such iterations we will eventually obtain a simplex in
S(Kj), Kj ∈ Rj for some j ≥ 1. The set
S := pi−1d ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j+1(Sj)
is then the desired strip in S(K).
7. Repeat until all simplices and strips in S(K) have been constructed.
8. Use barycentric coordinates to compute the extremal function of each simplex
or strip, and hence compute VK .
8 Robin functions
Recall that the Robin function ρK associated to a compact set K ⊂ Cd is defined
by
ρK(z) = lim sup
|λ|→∞
VK(λz)− log |λ|,
and is logarithmically homogeneous: ρK(λz) = ρK(z) + log |λ| for all λ ∈ C∗ =
C \ {0}. The Robin indicatrix of K is the set Kρ := {z ∈ Cd : ρK(z) ≤ 0}, and is a
polynomially convex set that is circled :
z ∈ Kρ ⇐⇒ eiθz ∈ Kρ, θ ∈ R.
We will denote the Robin indicatrix of BR by BR,ρ.
Lemma 8.1. We have
ρBR(z) =
1
2 log
(
2(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |zd|2 + |z21 + · · ·+ z2d|)
)
.
Therefore, BR,ρ = {z ∈ Cd : |z1|2 + · · ·+ |zd|2 + |z21 + · · ·+ z2d| ≤ 12}.
Proof. For large values of |z|,
h(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |zd|2 + |z21 + · · · z2d − 1|) = h(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |z2d|+ |z21 + · · ·+ z2d|)
+O(1)
= 2(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |z2d|+ |z21 + · · ·+ z2d|)
+O(1).
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Hence
VBR(z) =
1
2 log h(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |zd|2 + |z21 + · · · z2d − 1|)
= 12 log 2(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |z2d|+ |z21 + · · ·+ z2d|) +O( 1|z| ).
(Details of the ‘big-O’ calculations are left to the reader.) Finally,
VBR(λz)− log |λ| = 12 log 2(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |z2d|+ |z21 + · · ·+ z2d|) +O( 1|λz| ).
Letting |λ| → ∞ yields the result.
Using (6.6), a similar calculation (omitted) shows that for the standard simplex
Σ in Rd,
ρΣ(z) = log 2(|z1|2 + · · ·+ |zd|2 + |z21 + · · ·+ z2d|)
and therefore
Σρ = {z ∈ Cd : |z1|+ · · ·+ |zd|+ |z1 + · · ·+ zd| ≤ 12}.
For a real polytope, the Robin function and indicatrix may be computed using
Theorem 5.4.
Lemma 8.2. Let K ⊂ Rn be a compact polytope whose faces satisfy the linear
independence condition of Theorem 3.9, and let S(K) be the collection of supporting
simplices. Then
ρK(z) = max{ρS(z) : S ∈ S(K)}, Kρ =
⋂
S∈S(K)
Sρ.
If ρK(z) = ρS(z) for some S ∈ S(K), then ρK(λz) = ρS(λz) for all λ ∈ C∗.
Proof. We may interchange the limit calculation (as |λ| → ∞) with the operation of
taking a finite maximum of the functions VS over S ∈ S(K). This gives the formula
for the Robin function as well as the Robin indicatrix. The last statement follows
from logarithmic homogeneity: if ρS(z) ≥ ρS˜(z) and λ ∈ C∗ then
ρS(λz) = ρS(z) + log |λ| ≥ ρS˜(z) + log |λ| = ρS˜(λz).
9 Hooke ellipses
Definition 9.1. Let K ⊂ Rd be a convex body. An ellipse E ⊂ K is extremal for
K or (maximally) inscribed in K if there is no translation that takes E into the
interior of K.
Definition 9.2. Let us call an ellipse E in Rd a Hooke ellipse if it is centered at
the origin. In addition, if E is inscribed in BR we will call it a Hooke ellipse for BR.
More generally, if K ⊂ Rd is a compact convex body that is symmetric with
respect to the origin (x ∈ K ⇐⇒ −x ∈ K), then E is a Hooke ellipse for K if it
is centered at the origin and inscribed in K.
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The complexification in Cd of a real ellipse E is denoted EC. Using Lundin’s
formula, we can show that VBR is harmonic on complexifications of Hooke ellipses
for BR.
Proposition 9.3. Let E be a Hooke ellipse for BR. There is a parametrization
C∗ 3 ζ f7−→ cζ + c/ζ = z ∈ EC (9.1)
such that E = f(∂∆), VBR(z) = VBR(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣, and c ∈ ∂BR,ρ. In particular,
the restriction of VBR to EC is harmonic on EC \BR.
Proof. For an explicit calculation, consider an ellipse E whose major and minor
axes are along the z1 and z2 coordinate axes respectively; then EC is given by the
equations
z21 +
z22
b2
= 1 where b ∈ (0, 1], and zj = 0 for all j > 2.
The trigonometric parametrization z1 = cos θ, z2 = b sin θ of the real ellipse E on
the unit circle {ζ = eiθ : θ ∈ R} yields the parametrization
z1 =
1
2 (ζ +
1
ζ ), z2 =
−ib
2 (ζ − 1ζ ), ζ 6= 0
of EC. In the notation of (9.1), c = (
1
2 ,− ib2 , 0, . . . , 0).
We have |z1|2 = 14 |ζ + 1ζ |2 and |z2|2 = b
2
4 |ζ − 1ζ |2, and a computation gives
z21 + z
2
2 − 1 =
1− b2
4
(
ζ − 1
ζ
)2
,
so that
|z1|2 + |z2|2 + |z21 + z22 − 1| =
1
4
(∣∣ζ + 1
ζ
∣∣2 + ∣∣ζ − 1
ζ
∣∣2)
=
1
2
(
|ζ|2 + 1|ζ|2
)
.
If |ζ| > 1 then
VBR(z) = log h(|z1|2 + |z2|2 + |z21 + z22 − 1|) = 12 log h
(
1
2
(|ζ|2 + 1|ζ|2 ))
= log |ζ|,
by (6.3). Similarly, if |ζ| < 1 then 1|ζ| < 1 and VBR(z) = log 1|ζ| . Putting the two
formulas for |ζ| > 1 and |ζ| < 1 together, and using the continuity of VBR across
BR, we have VBR(z) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣. Thus the result holds for Hooke ellipses in the
(z1, z2)-plane oriented along the coordinate axes.
Observe that a real rotation z 7→ Rz is a linear map that leaves BR invariant, so
VBR(Rz) = VBR(z). Let E be a Hooke ellipse, and let RE denote the real rotation
whose inverse takes E to the Hooke ellipse oriented along the z1 and z2 axes with
the same eccentricity. A parametrization of EC is given by
ζ
f7−→ RE (cEζ + cE/ζ) = cζ + c/ζ
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where cE = (
1
2 ,− ib2 , 0, . . . , 0) for some b ∈ (0, 1] and c = REcE . So we have a
parametrization of the desired form, and VBR(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣ by invariance.
It remains to check that c ∈ ∂BR,ρ. This follows from a calculation on EC: for
|ζ| > 1,
0 = VBR(cζ + c/ζ)− log |ζ| = VBR(cζ +O( 1|ζ| ))− log |ζ|
= VBR(cζ) +O(
1
|ζ|2 )− log |ζ|,
where the ‘big-O’ calculations are similar to those done in Lemma 8.1. Taking the
limit as |ζ| → ∞, we obtain ρBR(c) = 0. So c ∈ ∂BR,ρ.
Remark 9.4. When c ∈ R, (9.1) gives a parametrization of the Joukowski map in
the complex line L := {λc : λ ∈ C}. For parameters over the unit circle (ζ = eiθ)
we obtain the closed line segment joining 2c to −2c, which is a diameter of the unit
circle. We consider this to be a degenerate ellipse. The corresponding ‘complexified
ellipse’ is then the complex line L given above. The parametrization is a 2-to-1 map
from C∗ onto L.
A real rotation sends c to ( 12 , 0, . . . , 0) with the image of the unit circle being
the interval [−1, 1] in the z1-plane. The previous proposition holds for degenerate
ellipses too, because the calculations are valid when b = 0. In what follows, our
arguments will apply to both degenerate and non-degenerate ellipses unless they
need to be treated separately.
Notation 9.5. Given c ∈ ∂BR,ρ, let us denote by Ec and Ec,C the real and com-
plexified ellipses associated with the parametrization (9.1).
It is easy to observe that the complex span of {c, c} contains Ec,C and the real
span of {Re(c), Im(c)} contains Ec.
Proposition 9.6. Any c ∈ ∂BR,ρ defines a Hooke ellipse via the parametrization
(9.1). The set ∂BR,ρ/ ∼ is a parameter space for Hooke ellipses for BR, where
c′ ∼ c if c′ = c or c′ = ceiφ for some φ ∈ R.
Proof. Given c ∈ Cd \{0}, let Ec be the real ellipse parametrized by the unit circle,
eiθ 7→ ceiθ+ce−iθ, and letEc,C be its complexification, given by the parametrization
(9.1). We claim that
c ∈ BR,ρ ⇐⇒ Ec ⊂ BR. (9.2)
If Ec ⊂ BR then by the calculation in the previous proof, u(ζ) := V (cζ+c/ζ)−log |ζ|
is a bounded subharmonic function on C \∆ that goes to zero as |ζ| → 1 and goes
to ρBR(c) as |ζ| → ∞. Hence by the maximum principle (for the complement of the
complex unit disk), ρBR(c) ≤ 0, so c ∈ BR,ρ.
Conversely, suppose Ec contains points outside BR. Then Ec is inscribed in a
larger ball αBR for some α > 1; rescaling, Ec/α is a Hooke ellipse. Hence by the
final calculation in the previous proof,
0 = ρBR(c/α) = ρBR(c)− log |α|
so ρBR(c) = log |α| > 0, i.e., c 6∈ BR,ρ. This proves the claim .
We can see that the Hooke ellipses are given by ∂BR,ρ as follows. If c ∈ int(BR,ρ)
then αc ∈ BR,ρ also, so Eαc ⊂ BR. One can make a sufficiently small translation of
Ec along a direction in the plane spanned by its axes, so that the translated ellipse
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remains in the planar region bounded by Eαc. Hence Ec is not inscribed in BR, i.e.,
is not a Hooke ellipse.
If c′ = eiφc then
Ec′ = {c′eiθ + c′e−iθ : θ ∈ R} = {cei(φ+θ) + ce−i(φ+θ) : θ ∈ R} = Ec.
Another calculation shows that c′ = c also implies Ec′ = Ec. So c′ ∼ c implies
Ec′ = Ec and the last statement follows.
We want to show that complexifications of Hooke ellipses give a foliation of
Cd \BR. First, we verify disjointness outside BR.
Proposition 9.7. For any two ellipses E, E˜ either EC = E˜C or (EC ∩ E˜C) ⊂ BR.
Proof. Let SE , SE′ be the smallest complex subspaces containing EC, E˜C respec-
tively. By the parametrization, we can see that for an ellipse with parameter c
it is the subspace of Cd spanned by {c, c}, which is one- or two-dimensional ac-
cording to whether c ∈ R (degenerate) or c 6∈ R (non-degenerate). To show that
(EC ∩ E˜C) ⊂ BR if EC 6= E˜C, we consider the following cases.
1. SE∩SE˜ = {0}. In this case, EC∩E˜C ⊆ {0} ⊂ BR. (Note that the intersection
is in fact empty if one of the ellipses is non-degenerate.)
2. SE∩SE˜ is a complex line through the origin. Denote it by LC and let L = LC∩
Rd denote its real points. Then L,E are contained in the real 2-dimensional
plane SE ∩ Rd. By elementary geometry in the plane, an ellipse centered at
the origin intersects a line in exactly 2 points. So L∩E consists of 2 points in
BR. By Bezout’s theorem, the complexifications LC ∩EC intersect in at most
1 · 2 = 2 points, so they must be these same 2 points. Altogether,
(EC ∩ E˜C) ⊆ (EC ∩ SE˜) = (EC ∩ SE ∩ SE˜) = (EC ∩ LC) = (E ∩ L) ⊂ BR.
3. SE ∩ SE˜ is a complex 2-dimensional subspace. In this case E, E˜ are both
non-degenerate and SE = SE˜ . Restricting to this subspace reduces this to a
2-dimensional problem. By elementary geometry in the (real) plane, two non-
degenerate ellipses centered at the origin and inscribed the unit disk intersect
in 4 points. By Bezout’s theorem, EC and E˜C intersect in 2 · 2 = 4 points, so
they must be these same 4 points. Hence
(EC ∩ E˜C) = (E ∩ E˜) ⊂ BR.
In all cases, the intersection is contained in BR.
The proposition shows that for parameters c′ 6∼ c, complexified ellipses are
disjoint outside the real ball: (Ec′,C ∩ Ec,C) \BR = ∅.
Lemma 9.8. The complexifications of Hooke ellipses give a continuous foliation of
a subset of Cd \BR.
Proof. By the previous result, Ec,C and Ec′,C are disjoint outside BR when c′ 6∼ c.
Also, if c′ → c then fc′ → fc locally uniformly for ζ ∈ C∗ (where fc(ζ) = cζ + c/ζ)
since the parametrization is rational (and hence holomorphic) in ζ. So the sets Ec,C
vary continuously in c, i.e., we get a continuous foliation.
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In fact, the foliation fills the entire set Cd \BR, which will be a consequence of
the next result. Define the (generalized) Joukowski map R : Cd \ BR,ρ → Cd \ BR
by the formula
R(cζ) := cζ + c/ζ, c ∈ ∂BR,ρ, |ζ| > 1. (9.3)
Proposition 9.9. The Joukowski map is well-defined, and is a homeomorphism.
Proof. We first verify thatR is a well-defined function on its domain. If z ∈ Cd\BR,ρ
then the line segment {tz : t ∈ [0, 1]} joining the origin to z intersects ∂BR,ρ in a
point c = τz for some τ ∈ (0, 1); thus applying formula (9.3) to c/τ gives a value
for R(z). We need to show that the formula for R(z) gives the same value for any
other c′ ∈ ∂BR,ρ and |η| > 1 such that z = c′η. By Propositions 9.6 and 9.7, the
point z can be on at most one complexified ellipse, and this occurs for parameters
in which c′ ∼ c. If c′ = c and z = cζ = cη then ζ = ccη and
R(cζ) = cζ + c/ζ = c ccη + c/
(
c
cη
)
= cη + c/η = c′η + c′/η = R(c′η).
If c′ = ceiθ for some θ ∈ R then a similar calculation also gives R(cζ) = R(c′η).
Thus we have a well-defined function. From the formula, it is easy to verify that R
is continuous.
To show that R is one-to-one, suppose R(cζ) = R(c′η). Then
Ec,C 3 cζ + c/ζ = c′η + c′/η ∈ Ec′,C,
i.e., (Ec,C ∩ Ec′,C) \ BR 6= ∅. By Propositions 9.7 and 9.6, Ec,C = Ec′,C and c ∼ c′.
When c′ = c we have
cζ + c/ζ = cη + c/η ⇐⇒ ηζ(cζ − cη) = cζ − cη.
Since |η|, |ζ| > 1 we must have cζ = cη.
When c′ = ceiφ a similar calculation yields
eiφηζc(ζ − eiφη) = c(ζ − eiφη) =⇒ |ηζ||ζ − eiφη| = |ζ − eiφη|.
Since |η|, |ζ| > 1 we must have ζ = eiφη. In both cases, we obtain cζ = c′η, proving
that R is one-to-one.
Since R is continuous and injective, it is a homeomorphism onto its image by
the domain invariance theorem in topology. It remains to show that this image is
all of Cd \BR. Suppose for a contradiction that Ω := R(Cd \BR,ρ) is a proper open
subset of Cd \BR. Then there exists a w ∈ ∂Ω\BR, and VBR(w) =  for some  > 0.
Form a sequence wn of points in Ω with wn → w. We have wn = R(cnζn) where
cn ∈ ∂BR,ρ and |ζn| > 1, and the ellipses Ecn are inscribed in BR for each n. By a
standard compactness argument, and passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
cn → c ∈ ∂BR,ρ and ζn → ζ. Since VBR(wn) = log |ζn| we have VBR(w) = log |ζ| by
continuity, so |ζ| = e > 1. Hence w = R(cζ) ∈ Ω, contradicting that w ∈ ∂Ω.
Corollary 9.10. The complexifications of Hooke ellipses give a continuous foliation
of Cd \BR such that VBR is harmonic on each leaf of the foliation.
Proof. The Joukowski map is onto, so for any z ∈ Cd \ BR we have z = R(cζ) =
cζ + c/ζ for some c ∈ ∂BR,ρ and |ζ| > 1. Hence z ∈ Ec,C, i.e., z is an element of the
subset of Cd \ BR foliated by complexifications of Hooke ellipses (see Lemma 9.8).
Since z was arbitrary, this set must be all of Cd \BR.
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10 Newton ellipses
Let c ∈ ∂BR,ρ and suppose z = cζ + c/ζ where |ζ| ≥ 1. Then for j = 1, . . . , d,
z2j = (cjζ + cj/ζ)
2 = c2jζ
2 + c2j/ζ
2 + 2|cj |2. (10.1)
When ζ = eiθ the right-hand side parametrizes a real ellipse in Rd centered at
(2|c1|2, . . . , 2|cd|2); the plane of the ellipse is the translation to this point of the
subspace spanned by {Re(c2), Im(c2)}, where we write c2 := (c21, . . . , c2d).
Definition 10.1. A Newton ellipse is the image of a Hooke ellipse under the square
map Q(z1, . . . , zd) = (z
2
1 , . . . , z
2
d). A Newton ellipse for Σ = Q(BR) is the image of
a Hooke ellipse for BR.
More generally, let λ ∈ (0,∞). Then Q(λz) = λ2Q(z), and it follows that
Q(λBR) = λ2Σ. Given a Hooke ellipse E for λBR, its image Q(E) ⊂ λ2Σ is an
ellipse contained in λ2Σ . We will define this to be a Newton ellipse for λ2Σ.
Remark 10.2. Classically, a Hooke ellipse in the complex plane is an ellipse with
foci at −1, 1, while a Newton ellipse has foci at 0, 1. The image of a Hooke ellipse
under the square map z 7→ z2 is a Newton ellipse (see e.g., [17]).
In our higher-dimensional setting, let EC and Q(EC) be our complexified Hooke
and Newton ellipses as defined above. If we fix r > 1, then ζ 7→ cζ + cζ restricted
to |ζ| = r is a real 1-dimensional ellipse E(r) whose image Q(E(r)) is another real
1-dimensional ellipse with parametrization (10.1). This is an exact analogue of the
classical relation. Note that EC =
⋃
r∈(0,∞)E(r) and Q(EC) =
⋃
r∈(0,∞)Q(E(r)).
Using the calculation (10.1), it is easy to see the following.
Lemma 10.3. Suppose a ∈ Rd and c ∈ Cd parametrize the complexification of an
ellipse E via
ζ 7→ a+ cζ + c/ζ, ζ ∈ C∗.
Then E is a Newton ellipse if and only if aj = 2|cj | for all j = 1, . . . , d.
The aim in what follows is to characterize Newton ellipses geometrically as
inscribed ellipses. We first consider the 2-dimensional case. To emphasize this, we
write Σ2 for the standard simplex in R2 (i.e., the triangle co((0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1))).
We need a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 10.4. E ⊂ Σ2 is an inscribed ellipse if and only if E intersects each edge
of Σ2.
Proof. Denote the edges of Σ2 by f1, f2, f3, and suppose E does not intersect an
edge, say, f1. Then by compactness, for any vector v a sufficiently small translation
v + E ( > 0) will not intersect f1 either.
Now E is contained in a cone C bounded by f2 and f3, whose vertex (say, a) is
the intersection f2 ∩ f3. Let b be a point in the interior of the cone and v = b− a.
Given points s2 ∈ f2, s3 ∈ f3, a translation by v sends these points to the interior
of the cone, and hence to the interior of Σ2 for  > 0 sufficiently small. Choose 
so that v+E does not intersect f1 either, as in the previous paragraph. Then the
translated ellipse does not intersect any boundary edge, so is completely contained
in the interior of Σ2. So E is not inscribed in Σ2.
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Conversely, suppose E ⊂ Σ2 intersects every edge, say at the point sj for the
edge fj (j = 1, 2, 3). Let nj denote the inward normal vector to the edge fj . Then
for any vector v, at least one j has the property that v · nj is negative. It follows
that v + sj 6∈ Σ2; hence v + E 6⊂ Σ2. So E is inscribed in Σ2.
Lemma 10.5. Let E, E˜ be ellipses inscribed in Σ2. Suppose they intersect two
edges of Σ2 in the same points. Then E = E˜.
Proof. Suppose {sj} = E ∩ fj = E˜ ∩ fj for j = 1, 2, say. The ellipse E is given by
an implicit equation
x21 + a02x
2
2 + a11x1x2 + a10x1 + a01x2 + a00 = 0
The fact that E is inscribed means that it intersects s1, s2 tangent to the edges
f1, f2; this yields 4 linear equations in the parameters a20, a11, a10, a01, a00. It also
intersects f3 tangentially, which yields one more linear equation in the parameters.
Hence we obtain a system of 5 linear equations in 5 unknowns, so its solution is
unique. By hypothesis, we obtain the same system of equations for the parameters
of both E and E˜. So E = E˜.
Proposition 10.6. Let λ > 0. Any Newton ellipse for λ2Σ is inscribed in λ2Σ2;
and conversely, any ellipse inscribe in λ2Σ2 is a Newton ellipse for λ
2Σ2.
Proof. We consider when λ = 1. If E is a Newton ellipse then it is contained Σ2.
By definition, it is the image E = Q(E˜) of a Hooke ellipse E˜ for the real unit disk
BR. Let (c, d) be a point in the intersection E˜ ∩ ∂BR. Since E˜ is symmetric about
the origin (x ∈ E˜ ⇐⇒ −x ∈ E˜), it contains points whose coordinates contain both
positive and negative values. By continuity, there are points of E˜ whose coordinates
are zero; let (a, 0), (0, b) denote points on each axis. Then E = Q(E˜) intersects the
boundary of Σ2 in the points (a
2, 0), (0, b2), (c2, d2) which are on the boundary of
Σ2. Hence by Lemma 10.3, E is inscribed in Σ2.
Conversely, suppose E is an ellipse inscribed in Σ2. Then it must intersect the
vertical and horizontal edges tangentially; say at (a, 0), (0, b), with a, b ∈ (0, 1). We
need to show that E is a Hooke ellipse. To this end, construct an ellipse E˜ centered
at the origin that goes through the points (
√
a, 0), (0,
√
b) and meets x21 + x
2
2 = 1
tangentially in the first quadrant, say in (c˜, d˜), where c˜, d˜ ∈ (0, 1). By symmetry of
ellipses about the origin, E˜ also goes through the points (−√a, 0), (0,−√b), and
(−c˜,−d˜). Hence E˜ is inscribed in BR, so is a Hooke ellipse. The image Q(E˜) is
then a Newton ellipse that is inscribed in Σ2, going tangentially through the points
(a, 0), (0, b), (c˜2, d˜2. Since E is inscribed in Σ2 and also goes through (a, 0), (0, b)
tangentially, we have Q(E˜) = E by the previous lemma, i.e., E is a Newton ellipse.
When λ 6= 1, apply the above proof after rescaling by (z1, z2) 7→ (z1/λ, z2/λ);
this transforms λ2Σ2 to Σ2 and λBR to BR.
We now consider the general case d ≥ 2, with Σ = Q(BR) ⊂ Rd.
Lemma 10.7. An ellipse E ⊂ Σ is maximally inscribed in Σ if and only if it
intersects every codimension 1 face.
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Proof. Denote the faces of Σ by F0, . . . , Fd, which lie on the hyperplanes H0, . . . ,Hd
respectively. To prove one implication, suppose E does not intersect, say, F0. By
convexity, E is contained in a cone bounded by F1, . . . , Fd and their point of inter-
section p. Consider a translation v +E into the interior of the cone for some small
vector v. Then by construction, v + E does not intersect F1, . . . , Fd, and if |v| is
sufficiently small, v+E will note intersect F0 either. It follows that v+E is interior
to Σ, so E is not maximally inscribed in Σ.
On the other hand, if E is not maximally inscribed in Σ, then v + E is interior
to Σ for some vector v. Now v · nj < 0 for some inward normal vector nj to a face
Fj . In this case, translation by v takes points in the interior of Σ closer to Hj . But
E = −v+ (v+E), so points of E are translations of points of v+E away from Hj .
Since v + E does not intersect Hj , neither does E. So E does not intersect some
face of Σ.
Proposition 10.8. An ellipse E is a Newton ellipse for Σ if and only if it is
inscribed in Σ.
Proof. We first set up some notation. Let H0 be the hyperplane given by z1 + · · ·+
zd = 1, and let Hj be the hyperplane given by zj = 0 (j = 1, . . . , d). These are the
hyperplanes containing each codimension 1 face of Σ. Given an ellipse E, let the
parametrization of its complexification be given by
C∗ 3 ζ 7→ a+ cζ + c/ζ ∈ Cd, (a ∈ Rd, c ∈ Cd). (10.2)
Here a is the center of the ellipse, and PE := span{Re(c), Im(c)} is the plane
containing the ellipse (if E is non-degenerate).
Suppose E is a non-degenerate Newton ellipse. Then E = Q(E˜), where E˜ is
a Hooke ellipse for BR. Using the symmetry of E˜ about the origin and the fact
that it intersects ∂BR, we obtain, upon mapping forward to Σ, that E intersects
each hyperplane Hj . (Use the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 10.6.)
Hence by Lemma 10.7, E is maximally inscribed in Σ.
Suppose E is a non-degenerate ellipse that is maximally inscribed in Σ. Choose a
projection pi to two of the coordinates such that, restricted to PE , pi is a bijection. In
what follows, we will suppose without loss of generality that pi(z1, . . . , zd) = (zj , zk).
The projected ellipse pi(E) has parametrization
ζ 7→ (aj + cjζ + cj/ζ, ak + ckζ + ck/ζ).
From this, the condition that pi is a bijection says that M :=
[
cj cj
ck ck
]
is nonsin-
gular, i.e., det(M) = 2iIm(cjck) 6= 0. This holds if cj , ck 6= 0, cj 6= ck, and at least
one of these parameters is not real.
By Lemma 10.7, E intersects H0, H1, and H2 tangentially. The intersection
with H0 is a point x = (x1, . . . , xd) that satisfies xj ≥ 0 and x1 + · · · + xd = 1, so
that
x1 + x2 = 1− x3 − · · · − xd =: λ2 ∈ (0, 1].
The intersection with H1 (resp. H2) is a point x such that x1 = 0 (resp. x2 = 0).
Hence the projection pi(E) is an ellipse in R2 that intersects the triangle λ2Σ2 in
each of its boundary lines x1 = 0, x2 = 0, x1 + x2 = λ
2. Thus pi(E) is inscribed in
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λ2Σ, so by Proposition 10.6 it must be a Newton ellipse for λ2Σ. Hence by Lemma
10.3, aj = 2|cj |2 and ak = 2|ck|2.
If cl 6= 0 for any other l 6= j, k then it is easy to see that at least one of the
projections to (zj , zl) or (zk, zl) is nonsingular on PE . Then, running the above
argument using this projection yields al = 2|cl|2.
Finally, use the fact that E intersects Hl at a point x with parameter ζ = e
iθ
for some θ ∈ R to write
0 = xl = al + cle
iθ + cle
−iθ.
Hence if cl = 0 then al = 0 too.
Altogether, aj = 2|cj |2 for all j = 1, . . . , d, so by Lemma 10.3, E is a Newton
ellipse.
Thus Newton ellipses are precisely the extremal ellipses for the standard simplex.
Proposition 10.9. There is a continuous foliation of Cd \ Σ by complexifications
of Newton ellipses,
f(ζ) = a+ cζ + c/ζ
with aj = 2|cj | for j = 1, . . . , d, such that VΣ(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣.
Proof. Let z ∈ Cd \ Σ. Then z = Q(w) for some w ∈ Cd \ BR, and w ∈ EC, the
complexification of a Hooke ellipse E. Then z ∈ Q(EC), which is the complexifi-
cation of a Newton ellipse. Thus the collection of (complexified) Newton ellipses
covers Cd \ Σ.
Let E1,C, E2,C be distinct complexified Newton ellipses with a ∈ E1,C ∩ E2,C.
Then a = b2 for some b ∈ E˜1,C ∩ E˜2,C, where E˜j,C = Q(Ej,C). By Proposition 9.7,
b ∈ BR so a ∈ Σ. Hence Newton ellipses are disjoint in Cd \ Σ.
Thus complexified Newton ellipses give a foliation of Cd \ Σ. The foliation is
continuous because it is the image of a continuous foliation (of Hooke ellipses for
BR) under the polynomial map Q.
The formula VΣ(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣ follows easily from (6.7).
Mapping forward by an invertible linear map, we obtain a foliation of Cd \S by
complexified ellipses for any d-dimensional simplex S in Rd.
Corollary 10.10. Let S ⊂ Rd be a simplex. Let ES be the collection of inscribed
ellipses in S. Then the collection of complexified ellipses
ES,C := {EC : E ∈ ES}
give a continuous foliation of Cd \ S on which VS is harmonic. Precisely, each
ellipse has a parametrization f : C∗ → Cd of the form
f(ζ) = a+ cζ + c/ζ, a ∈ Rd, c ∈ Cd \ {0}, (10.3)
and
VS(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣. (10.4)
Conversely, suppose that f : C∗ → Cd is as in (10.3), and that the real ellipse
E := {f(eiθ) : θ ∈ R} is contained in S. If (10.4) holds then E is inscribed in S,
otherwise, VS(f(ζ)) < | log |ζ|| for each ζ.
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Proof. Suppose one of the vertices of S is at the origin. Then there is an invertible
linear map L : Rd → Rd such that L(Σ) = S. The result holds for Σ by the
previous proposition. If E is an inscribed (i.e. Newton) ellipse for Σ, then L(E)
is an inscribed ellipse for S. Extending L as an invertible linear map to Cd, we
see that for E, E˜ ∈ E , we have E = E˜ if and only if L(E) = L(E˜). If f denotes
the parametrization of EC, which is of the form (10.3) and VΣ(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣,
then the parametrization of L(E)C is given by L ◦ f , which has the same form:
L(a) + L(c)ζ + L(c)/ζ, and VS(L(f(ζ))) = VΣ(f(ζ)) =
∣∣log |ζ|∣∣.
It is also easy to see that if E is inscribed in S then L−1(E) =: E˜ is a Newton
ellipse for Σ. Hence ES = {L(E˜) : E˜ ∈ EΣ}, and these ellipses have the desired
properties by the previous paragraph.
If none of the vertices are at the origin, we translate a vertex b of S to the origin
and then apply a linear map L as in the first part of the proof. The corresponding
ellipses have the parametrization ζ 7→ (L(a)− b) + L(c)ζ + L(c)/ζ.
We prove the last statement by contraposition. Suppose E ⊂ S is not inscribed
in S. By Lemma 10.7 there is a face of S that does not intersect E. We can
shrink S to a smaller simplex S˜ ⊂ S by translating supporting hyperplanes of S in
interior normal directions, so that E ⊂ S˜ and E meets all but one face of S˜. By
making a linear change of coordinates as in the previous paragraph, we may reduce
to the case in which S˜ = Σ and E does not intersect the face contained in the
hyperplane {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd : x1 + · · ·+ xd = 1}. Then, E is inscribed in t2Σ for
some t ∈ (0, 1), so is a Newton ellipse. The preimage of E under the square map is
the union of two Hooke ellipses for tBR with parametrizations g±(ζ) = b±ζ + b±/ζ,
where b± are the square roots of c as in (10.3). Put ζ = η2. If |ζ| > 1 then
log |ζ| = 2 log |η| = 2VtBR(g±(η)) = Vt2Σ(f(ζ)) > VΣ(f(ζ)) = VS˜(f(ζ)) ≥ VS(f(ζ)),
i.e., VS(f(ζ)) < log |ζ|, and (10.4) fails. A similar calculation works when |ζ| < 1
too.
As with Σ, we will call ellipses inscribed in a simplex S Newton ellipses for S. It
is easy to see that Lemma 10.7 and Propositions 10.8–10.9 also hold for S (map to
Σ, as above). The center of a Newton ellipse for S (given by a in (10.3)) is uniquely
determined, as it is for Σ. We recover the geometric fact that an inscribed ellipse
in a simplex for a given eccentricity and orientation is unique.
11 Ellipses inscribed in a convex polytope
In this section we look at ellipses inscribed in a real convex polytope. An ellipse in
Rd may be characterized as the image E = L(C) of the unit circle
C = {(cos θ, sin θ) : θ ∈ R} ⊂ R2
under an affine map
C 3 (cos θ, sin θ) L7−→ a1 + a2 cos(θ) + a3 sin(θ),
where aj ∈ Rd, j = 1, 2, 3. In complex notation, identifying (cos θ, sin θ) ∈ R2 with
eiθ ∈ C, we may write this as
eiθ 7→ a+ ceiθ + ce−iθ (11.1)
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where a = a1 and c =
1
2 (a2 − ia3) ∈ Cd. (Compare equation (10.3).)
Clearly, a non-degenerate inscribed ellipse E , considered as an element of the
collection of all ellipses contained in K with the same eccentricity and orientation
as E , is one that bounds the largest possible region. Otherwise one could translate
E to int(K) and expand it slightly to get a larger ellipse still contained in K, with
the same eccentricity and orientation.
The next lemma shows, by a simple compactness argument, that there is an
ellipse inscribed in K of any eccentricity and orientation.
Lemma 11.1. Let c ∈ Cd. Then there exists r > 0 such that for c′ := rc,
eiθ 7→ a+ c′eiθ + c′e−iθ (11.2)
parametrizes an ellipse inscribed in K, for some a ∈ K.
Proof. Define the function rc : K → [0,∞) by letting rc(a) be the largest value of
r ≥ 0 such that the set parametrized by (11.2) for c′ = rc is contained in K.
Given a ∈ K let an := a + vn (|vn| → 0) be a sequence of vectors such that
rn := r(an) decreases to
lim sup
|v|→0
rc(a+ v) =: r˜.
Then each point of the ellipse E := {a + r˜ceiθ + r˜ce−iθ : θ ∈ R} is a limit point of
the union
⋃
nEn, where En = {an + rnceiθ + rnce−iθ : θ ∈ R}. We have E ⊂ K by
compactness, so r˜ ≤ rc(a).
Hence rc is upper semicontinuous, so it attains a maximum on K, say at a point
ac. The ellipse parametrized by e
iθ 7→ ac + rceiθ + rce−iθ (where r = rc(ac)) is
our desired inscribed ellipse. If not, we could translate it to an ellipse contained
in int(K); then rc(a) > rc(ac), where a is the center of the translated ellipse, and
obtain a contradiction.
We want to relate inscribed ellipses to supporting simplices and strips. Let
E be an inscribed ellipse in K. Then E intersects the boundary of K in finitely
many points. To see this, note that the intersection is nonempty, otherwise E would
be in int(K), and the intersection of a quadratic curve with an affine hyperplane
(corresponding to a face of K) is finite. In fact, E intersects a face in at most one
point; the intersection must be tangential in order that E remain in K. Denote by
F0, . . . , FN the faces of K that intersect E , and for each j = 0, . . . , N ,
{aj} := E ∩ Fj ;
then E ∩ ∂K = {a0, . . . , aN}. Note that some of the ajs may coincide.
For each j, let Hj denote the hyperplane containing Fj , let nj denote the unit
normal, and let lj denote the corresponding affine map, as defined previously.
Proposition 11.2. Let E ⊂ K be an inscribed ellipse. Then there is a supporting
simplex or strip S ⊃ K such that E is inscribed in S.
Proof. As before, let F0, . . . , FN denote the faces of K that intersect E . Let
Hk, nk, lk be the corresponding hyperplanes, normals, and affine maps, for each
k = 0, . . . , N .
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We first consider when dim(span{n0, . . . , nN}) = d. Without loss of generality,
assume n1, . . . , nd are linearly independent, and let p0 be the point of intersection
of H1, . . . ,Hd. Let a be as in (11.1); then lk(a) > 0 = lk(p0) for all k = 1, . . . , d,
and
nk · (a− p0) > 0 for all k = 1, . . . , d. (11.3)
Since E is an inscribed ellipse, a translation in the direction of a− p0 must send at
least one point of E ∩ ∂K outside of K. Say, a0 on the face F0 translates outside
K; then l0(a0 + (a− p0)) < 0, from which
n0 · (a− p0) < 0. (11.4)
We can find j ≤ d linearly independent normal vectors as in Lemma 4.4. Say
(after relabelling) that these are the vectors n1, . . . , nj , and are such that {nk}jk=0
is linearly dependent but any subcollection of j vectors from {nk}jk=0 is linearly
independent. If j < d then by (11.3), (11.4), and Proposition 4.3,
S := {x ∈ Rd : lk(x) > 0 for all k = 1, . . . , j}
is a supporting strip to K with j-dimensional cross-section. For any vector b,
b = b1 +b2, where b1 is along the strip and b2 is along the cross-section. Translating
by b1 sends points of (E ∩∂K) ⊂ ∂S into points of ∂S, while translating by b2 sends
points of E ∩ ∂K outside S. Hence E is inscribed in S. If j = d then by a similar
argument, S is a supporting simplex such that E is inscribed in S.
Now suppose dim(span{n0, . . . , nN}) < d. Then V := span{n0, . . . , nN} is a
space of dimension dV ≤ N . Let KV = piV (K), EV = piV (E) where piV : Rd → V
denotes the orthogonal projection. Apply the previous argument to KV , EV in
V ' RdV , and denote by SV the strip or simplex obtained (with say, j-dimensional
cross-section, j ≤ dV ). Then, it is straightforward to verify that
S := SV + V
⊥,
where V ⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement to V , is a supporting strip to K in
Rd with j-dimensional cross-section, and E is inscribed in S.
Lemma 11.3. Let K ⊂ Rd be a compact convex polytope such that the normals
to the faces of K satisfy the linear independence condition in Theorem 3.9. For a
fixed c ∈ Cd, the ellipse given by Lemma 11.1 is unique. Consequently, the center
a = a(c) is a well-defined function of c.
Proof. If there were two such ellipses, then by the proof of Lemma 11.1 they must
have the same value of c′ = rc in (11.2), given by r = maxa∈K rc(a). So they are
translates of each other; say one ellipse, E0, is centered at a and the other, E1,
at a + v. By the previous proposition, E0 is inscribed in some supporting simplex
S ⊃ K, and it is easy to see that E1 must also be inscribed in this same S. We have
two Newton ellipses for S with the same eccentricity and orientation, contradicting
the fact that such ellipses are unique.
Remark 11.4. If the linear independence condition fails, an ellipse may be in-
scribed in a supporting strip S = SV + V
⊥ as in Proposition 11.2. For a fixed
c ∈ Cd, an ellipse that satisfies Lemma 11.1 is unique up to translations orthogonal
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to V . This follows easily from the fact that if E1, E2 are two such ellipses, then
piV (E1) and piV (E2) are ellipses inscribed in the simplex SV corresponding to the
same parameter. By the above lemma, piV (E1) = piV (E2).
Following [6], we relate the geometry of an ellipse E to the growth of an extremal
function on its complexification. If E is given by (11.1), its complexification EC is
given by (10.3).
It is convenient to use projective space. Let Cd ⊂ Pd via the standard inclusion
z ↪→ [1 : z] =: z in homogeneous coordinates, and let H∞ := Pd \ Cd. The
parametrization of EC may be rewritten in homogeneous coordinates as
f(ζ) = [ 1ζ :
a
ζ + c+
c
ζ2 ],
which extends (taking the limit as |ζ| → ∞) across H∞ as f(∞) = [0 : c]. Let us
write the closure of EC in Pd also as EC.
We study the growth of the extremal function by extending a modification of it
across H∞. Given a compact set K ⊂ Cd ⊂ Pd, define
WK([1 : z]) := VK(z)− log |z|.
Since VK ∈ L, WK is uniformly bounded on Cd, so it extends across H∞ in Pd:
WK([0 : c]) = lim sup
t→0,z→c
VK(z/t)− log |z/t|.
When K is regular, it follows from Corollary 4.4 of [3] that the limsup is in fact a
limit and WK is continuous across H∞. Hence
WK([0 : c]) = ρK(c)− log |c|. (11.5)
When K is a simplex, the value of WK across H∞ is related to the parametriza-
tion of a Newton ellipse.
Lemma 11.5. Suppose the ellipse E is inscribed in a simplex S and its complexi-
fication EC is parametrized by
f(ζ) = a+ cζ + c/ζ. (11.6)
Then WS([0 : c]) = − log |c| and ρS(c) = 0.
Proof. Since E is inscribed in S, we have VS(f(ζ)) = log |ζ| by Corollary 10.10, so
WS([0 : c]) = lim
t→0,z→c
VS(z/t)− log |z/t|
= lim
|ζ|→∞
VS(cζ)− log |cζ|
= lim
|ζ|→∞
VS(f(ζ) +O(1))− log |cζ|
= lim
|ζ|→∞
VS(f(ζ)) +O(
1
|ζ| )− log |ζ| − log |c| = − log |c|.
By (11.5), ρS(c) = 0.
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Proposition 11.6. Let E be an ellipse inscribed in a convex polytope K, and
let EC be its complexification. If EC is parametrized as in equation (11.6), then
VK(f(ζ)) = log |ζ| for all |ζ| ≥ 1, ρK(c) = 0, and WK([0 : c]) = − log |c|.
Conversely, if EC is parametrized as in equation (11.6), with E ⊂ K, and
VK(f(ζ)) = log |ζ| for all |ζ| > 1, then E is inscribed in K.
Proof. If E is inscribed in K then by Proposition 11.2 it is inscribed in some sup-
porting simplex or strip S. Suppose first that S is a simplex. By Corollary 10.10, VS
is harmonic on EC \ E with VS(f(ζ)) = log |ζ|. The function VK − VS is bounded,
nonnegative and subharmonic on EC \ E, and goes to zero on E. Hence by the
maximum principle, VK − VS is identically zero on all of EC. So on EC, VK = VS .
If S is a strip, write S = SV +V
⊥ and use the notation in the proof of Proposition
11.2. If E is inscribed in S then EV = piV (E) is inscribed in SV as well as in
KV = piV (K). By the above argument, VKV = VSV on the complexification EV,C =
piV (EC). Hence VKV (piV ◦ f(ζ)). By Lemma 5.3,
VK(f(ζ)) = VKV (piV ◦ f(ζ)) = log |ζ|.
The calculation of Lemma 11.5 yields ρK(c) = 0 and WK([0 : c]) = − log |c| in
both cases.
We prove the last statement by contraposition. Suppose first of all that the
normals to the faces of K are linearly independent. Let f parametrize EC as in
(11.6), E ⊂ K, and suppose E is not inscribed in K. Then E is not inscribed in S
for any supporting simplex S, and VS(f(ζ)) < log |ζ| by the last part of Corollary
10.10. Hence by Theorem 5.4, VK(f(ζ)) < log |ζ|.
When the normals to the faces of K are not linearly independent, E may be
contained in a supporting strip S = SV + V
⊥, where SV is a simplex. If E is not
inscribed in S then EV = piV (E) is not inscribed in SV (using the notation in the
proof of Proposition 11.2). Finally, using Lemma 5.3 and applying the argument in
the previous paragraph to EV and its parametrization piV ◦ f , we obtain
VS(f(ζ)) = VSV (piV ◦ f(ζ)) < log |ζ|.
Again by Theorem 5.4, VK(f(ζ)) < log |ζ|, so the statement holds in general.
12 The Robin exponential map for a polytope
In this section, we restrict to the case in which our convex polytope K ⊂ Rd satisfies
the linear independence condition in Theorem 3.9, so that S(K) is a collection of
d-dimensional supporting simplices.
Proposition 12.1. Let EC, E˜C be complexifications of ellipses E, E˜ inscribed in K.
Then (EC ∩ E˜C) \K = ∅ or E = E˜.
Proof. Let S ⊃ K be a supporting simplex such that E is inscribed in S. If E˜ 6= E
and E˜ also happens to be inscribed in S, then the complexifications EC, E˜C are
disjoint outside of S by Corollary 10.10, and hence disjoint outside of K. Therefore
it is sufficient to show the following:
(†) If E, E˜ are inscribed in K and (EC ∩ E˜C) \K 6= ∅, then there is a supporting
simplex S ⊃ K such that E, E˜ are both inscribed in S.
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Let w ∈ (EC ∩ E˜C) \ K. Let f, f˜ be parametrizations of EC, E˜C as in (11.6).
Replacing ζ with eiθζ in the formula reparametrizes the same ellipse, so without
loss of generality, VK(w) = log s and f(s) = f˜(s) = w for some s ∈ (1,∞).
Let f, f˜ be the parametrizations of EC, E˜C as in (11.6). Write w = f(s) = f˜(s˜).
Then VK(w) = log |s| = log |s˜|, so |s| = |s˜|. By Proposition 11.6, VS(f(s)) = log |s|
since E is inscribed in S, which yields
0 = VS(w)− log |s| = VS(w)− log |s˜| = VS(f˜(s˜))− log |s˜| =: u˜(s˜).
Since E˜ ⊂ K ⊂ S, we have u˜(ζ) = 0 when |ζ| = 1. By the maximum principle,
u ≡ 0 on the exterior of the unit disk, so VS(f˜(ζ)) = log |ζ| for all |ζ| > 1. Hence
by the second part of Proposition 11.6, E˜ is inscribed in S. This proves (†), and
hence the proposition.
We want to define the Robin exponential map by
RK(cζ) := a+ rcζ + rc/ζ, (12.1)
where ρK(c) = 0, |ζ| > 1, and a = a(c), r = r(c) are chosen as in Lemma 11.1 so
that the ellipse E := {a+ rceiθ + rce−iθ : θ ∈ R} is inscribed in K.
Lemma 12.2. The Robin exponential map is well-defined, RK : Cd \Kρ → Cd \K,
and for c ∈ ∂Kρ, |ζ| > 1,
RK(cζ) = a(c) + cζ + c/ζ.
Proof. Let z ∈ Cd \ Kρ. Then z = cζ for some c ∈ ∂Kρ and |ζ| > 1. To show
that this is well-defined, suppose z = c′ζ ′. Then c′ = (ζ/ζ ′)c so [0 : c] = [0 :
c′]. By Proposition 11.6, log |c| = log |c′| (= −WK([0 : c]). Hence c′ = eiθc and
ζ ′ = e−iθζ for some θ ∈ R, so c/ζ = c′/ζ. Proposition 11.6 also shows that
r = 1. If a(c) 6= a(c′) these would be the centers of two ellipses inscribed in K with
the same eccentricity and orientation, contradicting Lemma 11.3. So a(c) = a(c′)
and RK(cζ) = RK(c′ζ ′), showing that we have a well-defined function. Finally,
RK(cζ) 6∈ K since |ζ| > 1. So Cd \K is a valid codomain for RK .
Theorem 12.3. The Robin exponential map is a homeomorphism.
Proof. We first show RK is one-to-one. Suppose z 6= z′. Write z = cζ and z′ = c′ζ ′
where c, c′ ∈ ∂Kρ and |ζ|, |ζ ′| > 1. If c 6= eiθc′ for any θ ∈ R then RK(cζ)
and RK(c′ζ ′) lie on the complexifications of different inscribed ellipses Ec, Ec′ . By
disjointness outside K (Proposition 12.1), RK(cζ) 6= RK(c′ζ ′).
If c = c′eiθ for some θ, then z′ = cη where η = e−iθζ ′; and z 6= z′ implies ζ 6= η.
Then RK(cζ) 6= RK(cη) because they are points on the ellipse Ec for different
parameters.
In either case RK(z) 6= RK(z′), so RK is one-to-one.
Continuity of RK will follow from the continuity of (c, ζ) 7→ a(c) + cζ + c/ζ.
When K = S is a simplex it is easy to see that a(c) is continuous in c. (Indeed, we
have the explicit formula a(c) = (2|c1|, . . . , 2|cd|) for the standard simplex.)
To show continuity of a(c) when K is a polytope, consider a sequence cn → c. We
need to show that a(cn)→ a(c). Let S1, . . . , Sj be all of the supporting simplices of
K such that Ec is inscribed in each simplex. By (†) in the proof of Proposition 12.1,
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each ellipse Ecn is inscribed in one of S1, . . . , Sj . Partition {cn} into subsequences
{cn,1}, . . . , {cn,j} such that Ecn,k is inscribed in Sk for each k = 1, . . . , j. Then
a(cn,k)→ a(c) for each k as n→∞. Combining all the subsequences back into the
original sequence, a(cn) → a(c). So a(c) is continuous in c. It follows that RK is
continuous.
Since RK is continuous and injective, it is a homeomorphism onto its image by
the domain invariance theorem in topology. The same argument as in the proof of
Proposition 9.9 shows that RK is onto Cd \K.
Remark 12.4. Formula 12.1 was used in [6] to define the Robin exponential map
for a more general class of convex bodies. Basic properties of the Robin exponential
map for such bodies can be derived from the convex polytope case by approximation
arguments, similar to those used in the next section.
13 The extremal function of a real convex body
We can now give a new proof of the main theorem in [5].
Theorem 13.1. Let K ⊂ Rd be a compact convex body. For each z ∈ Cd \K there
exists a complex ellipse EC ⊂ Cd (i.e., an algebraic curve of degree 2, or of degree
1 if degenerate) with parametrization
C∗ 3 ζ f7−→ a + cζ + c/ζ ∈ Cd (a ∈ Rd, c ∈ Cd) (13.1)
such that
(i) z = f(ζz) for some |ζz| > 1,
(ii) VK(f(ζ)) = log |ζ| for all |ζ| > 1, and
(iii) E := {f(eiθ) : θ ∈ R} is a real ellipse (or line segment, if degenerate) that is
inscribed in K.
Proof. When K is a convex polytope as in the previous section we use the Robin
exponential map and Theorem 12.3. Precisely, given z ∈ Cd \K, let w = R−1K (z);
then writing w = cζz for some |ζz| > 1 and c ∈ ∂Kρ, we have z = a(c) + cζz + c/ζz,
and the map f(ζ) := a(c) + cζ + c/ζ parametrizes an ellipse that satisfies (i)–(iii).
For a general convex body K, we first approximate K from above by a decreasing
sequence of polytopes K1 ⊃ K2 ⊃ · · · ,
⋂
Kj = K, with each Kj as in the previous
paragraph.
Let z ∈ Cd \K. Without loss of generality, z ∈ Cd \Kj for each j. Let
fj(ζ) = aj + cjζ + cj/ζ (aj ∈ Rd, cj ∈ Cd)
parametrize a complex ellipse Ej,C such that Ej := {fj(eiθ) : θ ∈ R} is a real ellipse
inscribed in Kj , and z = fj(ζj) for some |ζj | > 1. By a normal families argument
on the components of fj , we have, passing to a subsequence, that fj → f locally
uniformly in each component. In particular, f is given by (13.1) where aj → a and
cj → c. Local uniform convergence also gives z = f(ζz) where ζj → ζz. Note that
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we have uniform convergence on any compact annular region that contains the unit
circle. By the pointwise convergence VKj ↗ VK (Proposition 5.1(3)) we have
VK(f(ζz)) = VK(z) = lim
j→∞
VKj (z) = lim
j→∞
log |ζj | = log |ζz|.
Hence (i) and (ii) hold for the ellipse EC parametrized by f .
It remains to verify (iii), i.e., E := {f(eiθ) : θ ∈ R} is inscribed in K. This will
follow from the fact that Ej is inscribed Kj for each j. First, a limiting argument
gives E ⊂ K, using that every point w ∈ E is a limit of a sequence wj → w with
wj ∈ Ej . Next, to see that E is inscribed in K, suppose not. Then one can translate
E to the interior of K (in Rd), and this translation sends a small neighborhood of E
to the interior of K. Such a neighborhood will contain Ej for sufficiently large j, by
the local uniform convergence fj → f . Hence for sufficiently large j, the translation
also sends Ej to the interior of K. Since K ⊂ Kj , this contradicts the fact that Ej
is inscribed in Kj , and (iii) holds.
Theorem 13.1 is the fundamental theorem from which all of the results in [6],
[7], [8], regarding the regularity of the extremal function VK and the computation
of the complex equilibrium measure (ddcVK)
d, may be derived. Altogether, our
understanding of the Siciak-Zaharjuta extremal function associated to a real convex
body is fairly complete.
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